
FINAL PROJECT: You’re a scientist and you’ve been asked to intervene in an 
international lecture about the Doppler Effect. 

 Use all you will learn in the following activities to prepare your oral presentation.

Activity 1 : CO 

Video : Physics and waves : an introduction

1. What are the different types of waves ?                        Waves in the sea + sound waves

2. Explain the difference between transverse waves and longitudinal waves. Give examples of each of them.

Transverse waves : vibrations are perpendicular to the direction of travel of the waves (waves in water, light waves)

longitudinal waves : vibrations are  parallel to the direction of travel (sound waves)

         3. What does the « duck  experiment » show ?

Waves transfer energy, NOT matter. The duck bumps up and down BUT stays at its original place.

         4. How do we measure a wavelength ?

It corresponds to the length of a full cycle of a wave, from 1 point to a next same point. From crest to crest OR from 
trough to trough

5. How do we measure the amplitude of a wave ?

From central line to the crest

6. How do we measure the frequency ? What unit is used to measure it ?

It is the nb of clomplete waves to pass a point every second. Measured in Hertz

ex : 10 waves in 2 seconds = 10/2 = 5 Hz

7. How do we calculate the speed of a wave ?

Frequency x wavelength (V = fʎ)

Activity 2 :  CE

The Doppler effect
You may have noticed that when an ambulance or police car goes past, its siren is high-
pitched as it comes towards you, then becomes low-pitched as it goes away. This effect, 
where there is a change in frequency and wavelength, is called the Doppler effect.
When a source moves towards an observer, the observed wavelength decreases and the 
frequency increases.
When a source moves away from an observer, the observed wavelength increases and the 
frequency decreases.

 



1.Read the text and complete the scheme with the words below

HIGH               /              LOW                        /            LONG                   /             SMALL

LONG      ……… SMALL

Wavelength Wavelength

 ………LOW            HIGH 

Frequency             Frequency 

Activity 3  :  CO  

3 videos :

 - the Doppler effect fluvore 4'41

 - the doppler effect : what does motion do to waves?

 - Red Shift and Doppler Effect 

Watch the videos and answer the following questions or do the tasks

1. What do we call the Doppler effect ?

It is the shift in frequency and wavelength of waves which eminate from a source.

It explains what happens when the object that is creating the sound starts to move.

2. Why is it called « Doppler » effect ? Austrian physicist Christian Doppler (1842)

3. What are the consequences and/or differences on the sound we can hear from a stationary source and from a 
moving source ?

Waves coming from a Stationary source : the observer on any side of the fire engine would hear the exact same 
sound. The soundwave travels in all directions equally.



Waves coming from a moving source : soundwaves are bunching up toward the front of the moving object. 
They are growing further apart at the back of it. There's a change in the frequency and in the wavelength. BUT 
there's the same amount of soundwaves.

4. Explain the relation between the wavelength, the frequency and the pitch

if you double the frequency, the wavelength is halved.

The higher the frequency is, the higher the pitch will be.

High frequency = high pitch

low frequency = low pitch

5. What happens when a stationary object starts to move ?

soundwaves are bunching up toward the front of the moving object. They are growing further apart at the back 
of it. There's a change in the frequency and in the wavelength. BUT there's the same amount of soundwaves.

6. Focus on light waves.  Colour and complete the electromagnetic chart below

7. Explain the expressions Red Shift and Blue Shift .

Blue Shift : when a star is moving towards us. Light is compressed.  High frequency lightwave. Blue colour

Red shift : when a star is moving away from us. Light is stretched out. Low frequency lightwaves. Red colour

8. What is the relation between the Red Shift theory and the Big Bang Theory ?

Stars are moving away from us, the space between stars is getting bigger, so the universe is getting bigger. So it 
means that a long time ago, the universe was very very small. That led to the conclusion that there must have 
been a Big Bang.

Low Frequency High Frequency



Vocab : complete the chart below

ENGLISH FRENCH ENGLISH FRENCH

A wave Une onde The speed La vitesse

The pitch La hauteur de ton The shift Le changement

high haut A fire engine Un camion de pompier

low bas An observer Un observateur

A sound Un son A soundwave Une onde sonore

A light Une lumière A lightwave Une onde lumineuse

The crest La crête To bunch Se regrouper

The trough Le creux The amount La quantité

To measure mesurer To grow grandir

The universe l'univers To approach approcher

To expand s'etendre To recede reculer


